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MILITARY PROBLEM 

More infortr.ation is needed concerning the effects of arctic and subarctic conditions 
cn the specific military skills of individuals and the capabilities of units. Such informa¬ 

tion will be of assistance in improving ways of ttaining troops and managing operations 
so as to overcome the detrimental effects of prolonged and extremely cold weather upon 
military capabilities and performance. 

The general objective of Task COLDSPOT was to study, unde, a variety of circum- 
stances, the more pressing operational problems and requirements that are generated by 

the effects of extreme cold weather on troop performance, training, leadership, and moti¬ 

vation. The first published report on the Task presented a survey of literature in the 
field, which suggested lines for subsequent inquiry and research.' The present report is 
concerned specifically with the cold-weather operational training problems of infantry 
forces in the Strategic Army Corps (STRAC). 

The Army units in STRAC. a major component of the defensive capability of the 
Lmted States, are expected to maintain readiness to move out of their home bases in 

Continental United States (CONUS) on very short notice and engage attacking ground 

.crees anywhere m the world. This implies that the men ot STRAC must be trained and 
equipped for operations in every sort of environment, from desert to jungle, from the 
Temperate Zone to the Arctic. In view of the geopolitical situation today, the ability of 
oT..AC (crees to operate effectively in extremely cold weather is especially important. 

It was the purpose of this research to observe current cold-weather training methods 
with a view to increasing their effectiveness, thus enhancing the ability of STRAC forces 
to operate in cold climates. 

RESEARCH METHOD 

A Human Resources Research Office research team was attached to CONUS forces 
to observe troop performance during the training and maneuver phases of Exercise 

LITTLE BEAR. The maneuver phase was conducted in Alaska during the winter of I960 
with U.S. Army, Alaska (USARAL) troops functioning as the aggressors. Specific activ¬ 
ities of military personnel in small inlantry units, both in training and in field performance 
were observed to provide quantitative information for military and research consideration. 

The conclusions and recommendations of this report reflect three years of obser- 
vation and testing of STRAC units prior to and during winter maneuvers in Alaska and 

other far-northern locations, as well as the observations and experience (both military 
and research) during Exercise LITTLE BEAR.* Remises as to the effect of cold-weather 
training programs on troop performance, stemming from the earlier exploratory work were 
informally evaluated during Exercise LITTLE BEAR. 

'Reforenc* 6. 

The military analy«u or lh* •«•rcla* la pr»a»nt«d m Ftafarancaa 4 and S. 
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SUMMARV _ 
«ecoMM€ND*»:jN5;;:;c:Ã. 

* i- '' * * ». »*•• ■ ..», -i*OMí-V*íi i**’», -.•*/* « 

FINDINGS 

Data an periorracncca .¡pcctfic to cold woatlw and en th«i yoo ol itcrj oí arctic 

equipment, assembled liom observation oí arall-omt activités throughout training and 

field phases of the exercise, are tabulated in the report. Areas for possible trrproverrent 

of tramintj were identified on the bonis of these and other observations. 

CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS 

Í. A htqh proportion oí traminq and rr.amuver tn:« is devoted to learnira .¡luma, 

survival techniques, and safety and corr.fart skills; thu has the effect of lectrphasiima 

tratmr.i m tactical effccttver.ess, that is, :r> app/yma •h«' ’«.chniaues the »en have 
been ¡earmna. 

2. Although STB AC forces sp«nt nearly halt their trim.r.j tire cn the acquisition 

ol ski ma skills, in general they iii not become very proficient m skimj; ski-rounted 

colams never achieved areater daily mileaqe than that achicv«. J ty columns of c.en on 

sp.cv.shc-s, on which tram;.-.a had t«en minimal. 

3. Ahíle large-scale oxcrcisea such as LITTLE BEAR confer ruior traimnq 

benefits, especially in pcovi sma experience at command levels and tn providir.) indi¬ 

vidual experience in cold-*»-r«er hvmq, they are relatively ineffective ss training for 

small-unit activities and in cerram a. pecta of .ndivtdual per tan anco. 

•Î. If all STRAC units are expected to w combat ready ter far-northem assianments, 

it would appear that the annual Alaskan exercise should ext supplemented by some term 

ci annual traimnq tsr all JTRAC units ;n operational techmjuci in Jeep snow and cold 

weather, such « rhett-term tramim conduct*^ in CCflUJ cn military reservations as 
'.-foil'» n nosaiclc to the home use c! the traimn-j unit. 

mCOMMINDADONS 

1. Cold-weather t; nmnj foi JTRAC farces should emphasise offensive and 

jefenaiv*. combat techniques tn deep .mow, target acquisition, the firing and handling' of 

weapons, and camouflage and concealment ot -veapons. Greater emphasis should be given 

to lani-navigatton techniques, to proper preparations icr movement by helicopter or 

tracked vehicle, and to immediate lighting effectiveness upon disembarkaticn. Insofar 

as it is feasible and commensurate with safety requirements, techniques 01 survival 

should i» taught within thu context ol specific combat skills and procedures. 

2. Careful attention should be given to the high proportion of STRAC traimnq 

Urn.® given over to military skima, with a view to the 'possibility of sharply reducing the 

emphasis on skiing in general training. Consideration might be given to greeter usage 

d other means ot troop movement, for example, snowshoeing and. use of helicopters. 

»tu 
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THE RESEARCH APPROACH 

'The goal of this study was to analyze the current training programs 
of Strategic Army Corps (STRAC) forces for infantry operations'in 
extreme cold weather and deep snow, in order to suggest revisions in 
the training programa that would lead to a mastery of essential cold- 
weather operational techniques in as short a time as possible. 

This goal is not an easy one to attain. The varied, unapecialized 
nature of infantry missions makes it difficult to determine what; train¬ 
ing content la essential. It is particularly difficult to identify those 
skills, knowledges, and techniques that should be eliminated from 
current training programs because of their low utility or high cost. 
Yet it is important to make this identification 'because the effectiveness 
of a training program is, in part, a function of its simplicity. Any 
nonessential training content will not only consume time but will also 
reduce the effectiveness of training in necessary subjects. 

Understandably, there is controversy about the relative necessity 
of certain skills and techniques in military operations in the Far North. 
Much of the recorded experience In cold-weather techniques is highly 
specialized and not necessarily applicable in a military context; not 
enough information of a quantitative nature is yet available tO' provide 
guideline» to certain aspects of military activities. At present, decisions 
as to what should or should not be eliminated from, operational training 
must, in part, be based on opinion, Therefore, in the research reported 
here, emphasis was placed on the systematic collection of quantitative 
data, along: with detailed observational records, to broaden the scope of 
the information available to military authorities, as well a* to provide 
a more comprehensive basis tor considering Its training implications. 

During January and February 1958, a HumRRO team from the U.S. 
Army Leadership (now Training Center» Human Research Unit observed 
Exercise COLD BAY. Team members conducted extensive interview* 
and tests with the men of the participating STRAC forces to study factors 
bearing on effective and ineffective performance by individuais facing 
the problems of far-northern field operations. 

As the first step under Task COLDSPOT, lit 1958 a survey of human 
(actors In military operations in extreme cold weather was undertaken. 
This survey included a review of the appropriate military and scientific 
literato«, interview» with experts In arctic problems, visits to oper¬ 
ating unit» and test sites throughout the Far North, and more than 500 
interviews with officers and men who had operational experience there. 
The result» of this survey have been previously reported.1 

*Mfí*f*iiC'* 6 

J 
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In January and February 1959, the author joined the 2d Airborne 
Battle Croup of the 503d Infantry during their training in Alaska prior 
to Exercise CARIBOU CREEK. The preexercise training was observed 
in detail, and during the exercise both the 503d infantry (a STRAC unit) 
and the 1st Battle Croup, 23d Infantry (an Alaska-based unit which acted 
as aggressor) were observed. In the meantime, another representative 
of HumRRO attended the Army's Cold Weather and Mountain School to 
obtain direct experience with the regular winter course for officers. 

Further exploratory work with Army forces in Greenland was 
undertaken during the summer of 1959 by the author and other 
HumRRO representatives from the Training Methods Division, They 
observed the effects of .polar environment on certain aspects of behavior 
and tried out some techniques for measuring behavior experimentally. 

From these various exploratory activities and from the appraisals 
of skilled technical observers of the Alaskan exercises, certain general 
opinions were formed as to major considerations bearing on infantry 
training for cold-weather operations. They are offered here as the 
premises that, In general, served as guidelines in planning HumRRO s 
information-gathering activities in Exercise LITTLE BEAR, 

*• laÇlíÇjl principles of infantry operations are unchanged by 
the far*northern environment, but men must learn to modify their 
tjchnlques of applying these principles to meet the challenge» of climate 
and terrain. In general, it can be said that failure* or partial failures 
in cold-weather operations occur either because the ordinary principles 
of tactics aie Ignored, or because Temperate-Zone techniques of apply¬ 
ing them are not modified enough to function successfully in deep snow 
and cold weather, In one Alaskan maneuver, for instance, an "'aggressor" 
task force was "wiped out" by an atomic burst because they Ignored 
the elementary tactical principle of maintaining dispersion and were 
clustered together in a small area. One cause of the “clustering'' was 
a failure to modify movement techniques sufficiently to avoid stalling 
a motorized column at a steep, slippery hill, so that it closed up like 
an accordion, 

2* Cr0;Hn~c^o*ry .mobility is of critical importance In far- 
northern terrain. The scarcity of roads and trails places a premium 
on ability to move across country. Even where road* and trails are 
available, forces ordinarily move very slowly as compared with normal 
speeds in the Temperate Zone. Furthermore, the fact that there are 
so few roads and trails means that lines of communication are readily 
spotted and therefor# easily Interdicted; as a result, road- and trail- 
bound forces are very vulnerable, 

3. Over react ion to the threat of extreme cold weather hampers 
mobility in the 'Far North, So much emergency and protective equipment 
la carried by military units in the Far North that they are retarded by 
the sheer weight of the materiel. This is true both for the individual, 
foot soldier, whose full field load weighs over 113 pounds,* and for 

'(Uftrasc« I, f>. 281. 
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whole umts, which use heavy motorized equipment to transport tools, 
tents, stoves, food, and fuel in quantities greatly in excess of those 
normal for Temperate-Zone operations. The use of heavy motorized 
equipment itself imposes burdensome requirements for POL resupply 
which limits the range of the force from supply sources and restricts' 
movement to roads and trails. When units' loads are increased 
unnecessarily, there is a corresponding increase in the problems 
of mobility, 

,4‘ —new or modified techniques for operation«. ¡n deep 
-.colt} weall2g..f..of itaeirdegrades.the tactical proficiency nt "E 

ijmts new to the Far North. This stai^^Tan.be consIdc^dlhTbasic 
thesis of Task COLDS.POT research. Earlier observations had indicated 
that, because training in skiing, survival skills, and the use of cold- 
weathcr equipment was new to ST RAC troops, their training programs 
tended to concentrate on the techniques themselves at the expense of 
training in application, of the techniques to tactical problems. The 
research described in this report was in large measure designed to 
determine whether this tendency was a general one, which would be 
demonstrated in this maneuver also, rather than an idiosyncrasy of the 
units previously observed, 

5\ M.P»1 ndd-weather knowledges can be best taught 
£2S£Hrr'1;;ll!]lll .and techniques. From earlier ohserwwinn«. the 
impression was gained that a large part of the cold-weather instruction- 
given in a classroom and employing standard textual material-was not 
very meaningful to trainees and was therefore largely Ineffective, The 
use of a field or functional context when giving instruction on such 
topics as the principles involved in pitching a tent in snow or the tech¬ 
niques of maintaining proper bodily warmth probably would make the 
material more meaningful to the trainees and would also tend to 
increase their motivation to learn it. 

~~£2l!l£Li£2iilif!g programs need to be centered on the 
..HSil- The fac* ,hat infantry mission* are group missions and. 
.infantry tactics are, for the most part, group tactics is of particular 
significance in me far-northern environment, Therefore, to be most 
effective, training should be carried out within the framework of the 
working unit. This is not to minimize the importance of individual 
skills, knowledges, and techniques to be learned in the Far North or the 
problems of integrating and sequencing individual training and group 
training but rather to recognize the importance of applying these indi- 
SiËMSj;.gM1*».is coordination within the unit. For this rea son "the present 
study was focused on the training programs for small-unit infantry 
operations in deep snow and cold weather. 

The applicability of the impressions and premises just discussed 
was assessed, by a HumRRO research team attached to the lit Battle 
Croup, 12th infantry, throughout the training and maneuver phases 
of Exorcise UTTLE BEAR conducted in Alaska during the winter 
of i960, 
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General, Plan 

EXERCISE l/ÏTif B£A£ 

Exercise LITTLE BEAR was a partly free, partly controlled 
maneuver involving the Alaska-based 1st Battle Group, 9th Infantry 
(reinforced) as Aggressors and the 1st Battle Group, 12th Infantry 
(reinforced) based in the Continental United States (CONUS), as U.S. 
forces. The exercise was conducted approximately 170 miles northeast 
of Anchorage, in the Lake Louise-Gulkana area. 

The maneuver area consisted of a rough rectangle 50 miles long 
and 25 miles wide. This particular location was selected because it 
represented all typical features of northern regions with low elevation, 
rolling hills, numerous lakes, and muskeg, and provided a history of 
extreme cold and adequate snow. It was a typical undeveloped area 
with no road net or other lines of communication. 

The maneuver itself took place during 10 to 19 February 1960. 
Training for the U.S. Force began 8,November 1959 with cadre training 
at the U.S. Army Cold Weather and Mountain School at Fort Creely, 
Alaska, Premaneuver training for the troops involved was conducted 
at Fort Lewis, Washington, during December and individual and 
unit training was conducted at Fort Richardson, Alaska, from 11 to 
29 January, 

Objectives of the Exercise 

As in any large-scale exercise, there were a number of objectives 
for Exercise LITTLE BEAR. In the first place, field training in cold- 
weather operations was to be provided for the units designated. The 
training objectives listed in "'Annex B (Objectives of Exercise) to 
Maneuver Plan, Exercise LITTLE BEAR"* included, along with some 
specialized objectives, the following tactics and techniques generally 
applicable to northern operations under winter conditions: 

O) Cross-country movements in areas having poorly developed 
or nonexisting road nets and communication lines. 

(2) Tactical operations emphasizing development of tech¬ 
niques for conduct of the offense and defense, to include 
sustained operations. 

(3) Employment and defense against nuclear and conventional 
weapons in areas where overland mobility will 
be restricted, 

(4) Utilization of the transportation company (light helicopter) 
(augmented), for deployment of troops, resupply, and 
evacuation (U.S. Force only). 

(5) Resupply to individuals, units, and organizations on inde¬ 
pendent type missions. 

(6) Integrated training in survival, evasion, and escape. 

B i0fcj*ct(v#» ui Kxtrcia«) tu Mnattim IM*n, tlxmia» I.ITTI.E BEAD,* 11¾. 
USA« M„ Fort Richardaos, Alaaka, 2 Nuvvmliar 1959. 

* 
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(7) Aggressive use of ail available intelligence collection and 
dissemination means; timeliness, complete reporting and 
nuclea r target intelligence. 

(8) Employment of long range patrols, operating for several 
days, to include necessary support. 

(9) Construction of field fortifications and barriers in deep 
snow and frozen ground, 

(10) Combat techniques in deep snow and extreme cold. 
(11) Deception activities in the undeveloped areas of the North. 

In addition to the training objectives, there were a number of objec¬ 
tives of an operational nature evaluating the capabilities of a reinforced 
battle group for northern operations. For example, the different trans¬ 
portation equipment supplied to the opposing task forces provided a 
comparison of an air-mobile force as opposed to a ground-mobile, 
armor-supported force, A company of armored personnel carriers and 
a company of light tanks were assigned to the Aggressor Force which 
thus had superior mobility on the ground. Although the U.S, Force had 
no tanks and very limited tracked-vehicle support, it had a company of 
H-21 helicopters at its disposal for air mobility. The advantages and 
disadvantages of each type of movement capability were observed in 
detail by representatives of the U.S. Army, Alaska. 

In addition, studies were made of equipment needs and distribution. 
A number of troop tests of new or proposed equipment were carried out 
during the exercise. 

Included in the list of tests and evaluations to be conducted during 
the exercise was a survey by FIumRRO of human factors in military 
performance in extreme cold weather,/ 

Composition of U.S. Force 

For I he exercise, the U.S. 
Unit 

1st Baltic Croup, 12th Infantry (Companies A to E) 
Company R. 4th Engineer Battalion (Combat), with 

Tactical Atomic Demolition Munitions 
Battery A, 2d Howitzer Battalion, 1st Artillery 

Detachment, Field Artillery Missile Battery, 
HONEST JOHN Rocket (CHOPPER JOHN) 

2d Area Support Platoon (Augmented), Company B 
124th Signal Battalion 

Team Voice Intercept and Jamming, 31?th U.S 
Army Security Agency Battalion 

2d Direct Support Platoon (Augmented), 
Company A, 704th Ordnance Battalion 

Combat Support Section (Flight B), Direct Support 
Platoon, 4th Aviation Company 

noth Transportation Company (Light Helicopter) 
(H-21) (Reduced Strength) 

334th Transportation Detachment (Cargo 
Helicopter, Field Maintenance) 

Force was constituted as follows: 

*Se* alar» lief-remc« ft. 
fOinlinurW) 

Origin 

CONUS 

CONUS 

CONUS 

CONUS 

CONUS/USARAL 

CONUS 

CONUS 

USA RAL 

USA RAL 

Strength 

1.233 

112 

S3 

29 

23 

113 

55 

1 
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Unit 

Clothing and Equipment Personnel, 
4th Quartermaster Company 

Team FA-22, 17th Special Forces Group 
4th Military Intelligence Detachment 
Team. FB, Interrogator, 513th Military 

Intelligence Battalion 
Team Counterintelligence Corps, 467th Counter¬ 

intelligence Corps Detachment 
Rifle Squad, U.S. Medical Research Laboratory 
HumRKO Detail 

Origin 

CONUS 
CONUS 
CONUS 

CONUS 

USA HAL 
CONUS 
CONUS 

Strength 

2 
10 

3 

Training Schedule 

Cadre training was given to 18 officers and 110 enlisted men from 
the 1st Battle Group, 12th Infantry at the U.S, Army Cold Weather and 
Mountain School, Fort Greely, from 8 November through 6 December. 
Meanwhile,a liaison officer from. USARAL was sent to Fort Lewis toaid 
the battle group in planning and training prior to movement to Alaska. 

Preliminary ski training and training in the use of cold-weather 
equipment were conducted for the troops at Fort Lewis and on Mt. Rainier 
during December, prior to movement to Alaska, After movement to the 
Fort Richardson area in Alaska, there followed three weeksof individual 
and small-unit training in skiing and in cold-weather tactical and sur¬ 
vival techniques. The Task Force moved to the maneuver area between 
30 January and 8 February, and the maneuver was conducted from 10 
through 19 February. 

The program of preliminary instruction carried out at Fort Lewis 
before moving the Task Force, to Alaska was listed as follows:1 

Subject 

Introduction 
Principles of Cold Weather Clothing 
First Aid, Hygiene and Medical Evacua¬ 

tion in Cold-Weather Operations 
CBR Flame and Smoke Warfare in Cold- 

Weather Operations 
Map Reading and land Navigation 
Weapons Maintenance in Extreme Cold 
Rations, Individual and Small- 

Unit Feeding 
Shelters, 5- and 10-Man Tents 
Fortifications, Mines, and Demolitions 

in Cold-Weather Operations 
Use and Care of Special. Equipment 

Used in Cold-Weather Operations 
Emergency Procedures Used in Cokl- 

Weather Operations 
Skiing on Straw 

(CitnliMmeiU 

•Kelerwiir* 5. 

Hours 

1 
1 

1 
28 

1 

1 
1 

1 

l 

i 
8 
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Subject. Hours 

Skiing on Snow 32 
Logistical and Administrative Support 

in Cold-Weather Operations 1 
SOP, 1st Battle Group, 12th Infantry in 

Cold-Weather Operations 1 
Trailbreaking Operations 1 
Cold-Weather Problems in Cross- 

Country Marches and Security 1 
Individual Combat Techniques on Snow- 

Covered Terrain 2 
Total Hours 86 

The individual and unit training of the infantry companies of the 1st 
Battle Group, 12th Infantry that took place at Fort Richardson, Alaska, 
prior to the exercise was listed as follows; 

Subject Hours 

Use and Care of 5- and 10-Man Tents 3 
Winter Mine Warfare 2 
Shelters and Bivouacs ¢) 
Fire and Movement 5 
Fighting Techniques 2 
Camouflage and Concealment 2 
Ski Training 24 
Snowahoe Training :2 
Skijoring 2 
Familiarization Firing 16 
Platoon Field Exercise 20 
Company Field Exercise 30 
Battle Group Exercise 60 
Utilization of Army Aviation 4 

Total Hours 180 

HumRRO PARTICIPATION IN IXERCISE UT7U BEAÄ 

Research. Procedures 

The HumRRO research team, consisting of the author and two 
enlisted specialists, was attached to the U.S, Force, joining it at Fort 
Lewis just before the movement from CONUS to Fort, Richardson. 
The team remained with the Task Force throughout its period of duty 
in Alaska. 

The individual, and unit training program of the Task Force in 
Alaska was observed in detail. The two enlisted specialists were 
assigned to observe the small units during training and field work, 
while the author primarily observed planning and operations at the 
command and staff level. 
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At the end of the exercise, comprehensive interviews were held 
with each of the officers in the command group and with qualified mili¬ 
tary observers, to obtain the benefit of varied military viewpoints and 
experience during all phases of the exercise. The Army's final report 
„ ihe, exercise wa9 reviewed, as was the formal critique offered by the 
U.S. Army, Alaska,1 J 

Collection of Data on Small-Unit Activities 

Prior to the exercise, the Small-Unit Cold Weather Checklist was 
developed as the main data-gathering instrument. It was designed for 
use by the observers in recording the clothing, equipment, wea^ns 
skills, and techniques used and emphasized by small Infantry units pre¬ 
paring for and carrying out a maneuver in cold weather and deep snow. 

The checklist was a small sturdily bound booklet designed to fit 
easily into a field jacket or parka pocket. The first page (Figure i) was 
designed for the coding of the observational situation. There followed 
eight lists of clothing, equipment, or skills: 

Clothing at Hand 
Personal Equipment at Hand 
Maintenance of Clothing and Personal Equipment 
Individual s Care of Self 
Group Equipment 
Group Activities and Maintenance of Croup Equipment 
Movement and Tactics 
Duties of Small Unit Leaders 

The specific contents of each of these lists, covering more than 60 items 
of clothing and equipment and about 120 performance items, are pre¬ 
sented in a series of tables in the next section. FM 31-70, Basic Cold 
—and F:vI 31-71. Northern Operations.* were the basic 
sources for selection of the contents of the checklist,' 

The two enlisted specialists observed the cold-weather training of 
small units and their experiences during the maneuver and filled out 
checklists based on their observations. To ensure sustained coverage 
of such activities during the training-maneuver period, one observer 
was assigned tc a single platoon for the entire exercise. To provide a 
sampling of the differences among platoons, the other observer moved 
from unit to unit throughout the battle group. 

The observers were instructed to fill out a checklist from memory 
at the end of each observation period. The timing was flexible, depend¬ 
ing in part on the activities being observed, but no observation period 
was to be longer than six consecutive hours. The roving observer was 
to report on only one unit during any one observation period. The check¬ 
lists were filled out in private and turned in to the research supervisor 
as soon as possible. No member of the battle group being observed was 
allowed to read the checklist either before or after it was filled out. 

I 
II 

HI 
IV 

V 
VI 

VII 
VIII 

'See deference« 4 ,inti 5. 
’deference 1. 
'defere nc« 

to 
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Small-Unit Cold Wtalhtr Chatklhh Obitrvaiion Form 

Book._Pag* 1 

..on 
'ULtD our rr U» 

at 
fIM« 

w*mr otiiMvco 

l It *01 • «Mir kCAOto 

0*tc StMMWCO 

UU'M## • or M(tt I* gmtf 
HOW«» «••»•*«• 

Situation: (tirela appropriât# word»! 

I CAY I, CLEAR 

2. NICHT 2, PARTLY CLOUDY 

3, CLOUDY 

Ground Conor: (eirela appropriât# wordl) 

1. NONE J. CRUST 

2- SPARSE 2. LOOSE 

3. PLENTIFUL 3. P.'CKED 

Wind Sp##d:. to T«.r _ 
«*M0« in ■«•to 

1. SNOWING I. INDOORS 

2. RAINING 2. OUTDOORS 

3. FOG 

1. WCT 

2. MOIST 

3. DRY 

. , to .. 
■ 4M( '« V, 

Ar#a D« lignât i on: ___ 

Figur# I 

For each item on the checklist, the observer entered a code number 
to indicate the approximate proportion of men in the unit who had the item 
or practiced the technique correctly during the observation period. Code 
numbers from 4-to-0 were used, meaning respectively "all," “most," 
"about hall," "only a few," and “none." If an item was not applicable to 
the location or activities of the period, the observer recorded this fact. 

To check the reliability of these observations, the roving observer 
joined the permanent observer and independently observed his unit and 
filled out checklists on five different occasions. Analysis of the scores 
awarded independently by the two observers to the same unit indicate 
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Â™!t abÍ1Ity’ °"the ÍÍVe rsliabüity checks, 82% of all checklist 
designations were identical for the two observers and 99% were either 
identical or only one code designation away. 

FINDINGS 

The findings with regard to training andother human-factors aspects 
xerctse LITTLE BEAR, and also the discussion which follows this 

section, reflect (1) HumRRO experience during the exercise-including 

t ma,dvby the aUth0r and the 8maU-unit data collected ¿ 
y h enli sted specialists-and {2) military vfewpolnts-as indicated 

in opinions expressed by the command and staff officers of the task 

inTht rnvrrfC9f °b32rver3 and in conclusions stated 
in the CONUS and USARAL final reports on Exercise LITTLE BEAR. 

Military Evaluations* 

After detailed consideration of experience during the premaneuver 
R" pa.re“ver phaaea' military observers felt that Exercise LITTLE 
fnHAH<;aapAPrr0re *0 bB an 'out3tandln8 training vehicle" for both STRAC 
d^tH^AiL r°0p8• 33 *el1 as a very realistic testing ground for 

rine and equipment. Military consensus was that, in general, pre- 

m?ü!UVer I™!'!!*'* and 0pcrati0nal Planning and execution during the 
maneuver had been carried out well. * 

certain ‘m ",aneuver s««*ved to identify, for military observers, 
! n Wh Ch preParation lor cold-weather combat could and 

, U.ld he ‘mproved. The following exerpts from Section VII, "Con- 

o} the i^AnA?e^m?ondatÍOna'’ Part IV' "Operations and Training," 
Síat 1er! nnii °r lmply 80mc of tbe «hortcomings S ¿r^vironment * ^ °n human-ractora a*P«‘* 

I. PRE-MANEUVER TRAINING . . . 
b. Recommendation* ... (1) . , , 

(2) USARAL Level. 
(a) The following subject# be added to the program conducted 

at the home station. ... 
!• Establishment of bivouac area# to include security. 

Technique# of extended ground reconnaissance. 
3. Field expedients in medical evacuation. 
4. Snowshoeing (this will permit additional time for skiing 

and: related subjects after arrival in Alaska). 
5. Techniques in loading and lashing of sled, 200- 

pound capacity. 
8, Technique of dead reckoning. 
7. Utilization of Army aviation, to include loading and 

unloading procedures, using the types of aircraft that will be available 
for the Exercise. . . . 

(e) Routine range firing program be replaced by familiari¬ 
zation firing under deep snow conditions during the individual and unit 

«pp.« i» ik. CONUS .„d I S\H U. ti#.l «port, of «h. .x.rci.., IWf.reoc. 4 «d S. 

II 
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training phaxe in Alaska. This training «hm.M 

types of firing positions, weapons rests, use of skis anrfsnowThoes8 

in deep "snow. ^ Crew'aerved weapons, and the handling of weapons 

combat technioues^ífwh» ,empha8lfl bf «íven «^nsive and defensive 

thT^vTdt/rdVriM^nTnri of ,raübreakín« 
2. OPERATIONS . . . 

a. Conclusions. (1) . . . 

reo,orea trainin« =" '^d navigation at all levels is 
required for effective operations in this area 

(2) Infantry ... 

..,. ,,, 1"’ T™P" °n *ki* or »"owjhoo, averagod only 6 lo 8 mile. 

by IndLl ê 1,7 !a", l\a”,r",',1,,d "■ «¿Pmen, cnrried 
fy d,vl luala and un,l»> !acl< of satisfactory oversnow vehicles 
improper route selection mH ■ ' i snow venicies, 
breaking techniques. * ‘nexperience lr3“- 

<0) Aviation. ... fc) . . . 

helicooters rJk nhe°{ Krounti P«™°nnel still believe that 
helicopters can fly straight up and down and don t need approach paths. 
_ ^ OHsób'rabíe time was lost in initiating alternai# mK«« 

utilization ofr°\UP S,air.offkcr8 aPParentJy need additional training ft the' 
era ¡Zti tr" fapabili«k» limitation, of cargo air 
ef;efc; L rnmt W,,'1,her °n thc aircraf‘ operating capabilities, and the 

continuou^operat ions on maintenance and aircraft availability. 

troop, must: ,,Hib°rne °P<?ra,“ms require that participating 

,. ., , Î* ^ experienced, so that they can be landed under 
fire and be ready to function upon debarking. 

conter u mo.t . 1 *" a mlnimum of “me, because the heli- 
copter is most vulnerable on the ground and usually land* the troom. 
close to the enemy to expedite (he engagement. P 

c. Seek cover rapidly and clear the landing area. 
d. Set up suppressing fire power immediately. 
e. Be briefed before landing. 

3. Infantry units caused considerable In,, nr «.„a 
made the aircraft vulnerable to artillery fire ón pick Uo I i s anH 
objectives by not being prepared when aircraft arrivedP 

b. Recommendations. ‘ * * * 
(21 Infantry. ... (a) . . . 

,. . . (b) rSARAL level. I, Further study be made on reduction of 

t0adh apPÍÍCable ,0 cold wea«he'- conditions for the 
purpose of increasing combat effectiveness and cross-country mobility. 

General Observation, 

tie. bôlhtl'ZT 0f hiS ™ried 0pP"r,U,’l,l's to observe exercise aclivi- 
c.me m iell m^ re";“" “"V“" lev'‘ “ »■"»tl units, ihe an.hnr 

.b. 

c:T;:xT:^z~mary ^ ^ 
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(1) The STRAC troops were not very effective in cross-country 
movement on skis. Trailbreaking parties were not dispatched suffi¬ 
ciently ahead of the main body and the general level of skiing profi¬ 
ciency was so low that ski columns moved no faster than columns on 
snowshoes. At no time did a ski column manage to move more than 
nine miles In the course of a day, This is in marked contrast with 
highly skilled ski troops who can generally be counted on to march 30 
miles or more over terrain such as that encountered in the maneuver 
area. It is to be noted that troops on snowshoes moved just as far each 
day as did troops on skis and that the 66 hours of scheduled ski train¬ 
ing produced no more oversnow mobility, under the conditions of this 
exercice, than did the two hours of scheduled snowshoe training. It 
must be added, however, that where excessive loads are involved, the 
mobility of even expert skiers and snowshoers becomes equalized. 
This is particularly applicable when heavy loads are being transported 
through soft powdery snow, 

(2) Considerable time and effectiveness were lost because of 
navigational errors, both on the ground and in the air, 

(3) The STRAC Task Force made imaginative use of heliborne 
troop movements throughout the exercise. However, these movements 
could have been even more effective had the troops been trained in 
efficient loading and unloading procedures on the ground. 

In view of the relative lack of skill in skiing and in navigation, it 
is appropriate to note that of the 156 hours of preexercise training in 
specific skills at Fort Lewis and Fort Richardson, 66 hours (-42¾) were 
spent in ski training and 28 hours (18%) were spent in land navigation. 

Not specifically mentioned in the final report of USA RAL was another 
observation of the author, that techniques of weapon use and individual 
combat skills did not receive much attention during the maneuver. No 
effective means of umpiring the combat performance of very small 
units was employed during Exercise LITTLE BEAR-presumnbly 
because to have done so would have been excessively expensive. 

Small-Unit Checklist Re suits 

Presentation of Data 

The mean length of time covered by the checklists was 5 hours 
and 15 minutes. Seventy-three percent of them covered a full 6-hour 
period. The observer who was permanently attached to a single platoon 
filled out 84 Small-Unit Cold Weather Checklists during the premaneu¬ 
ver and maneuver phases; the observer who rotated from unit to unit 
filled out 47, and the author, who ordinarily made observations at the 
command and staff level, filled out 5, for a total of 136. 

Most of the observations were made out of doors in fair 
weather during the daytime hours in plentiful, dry powdery snow 
(Table l). Although the maneuver itself comprised only about one-third 
of the time period during which observations were made, about half 
the total number of observations were recorded during the maneuver 

14 
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Tabli 1 

Reponed Obiervotion Situation* 

(N - 136) 

.Hiiufttion Nwmb'f r Prircetl <S 11 util i odi 

Oaylime 
Vifthllime 
Ouf and night 

Clear 

Partir cl'otnJf 
On ucly 
Stt owing 
riaining 
Fog 
'Other 

Mixtee 
OutdiMire 
In and out 

M 
10 
10 

HI 
19 
10 

.1 
0 

I.Ï 
lot 

19 

tfemhee ferrent 

6.1.2 
29.( 

:.i 
».6 
28.7 
7.1 
2.2 
0.0 
0.7 
l.t 
9.6 

76.3 
11.9 

Snow * 

Sit ne 
Spur ne 
Plentiful 
Varied 

Cruet 
Ixtoee 
Peeled 
Va rieb le 

Wet 
Motel 
lïr* 

H 
8 

113 

1 
100 
H 

» 

I 

2S 
108 

10.3 
5.9 

8.1.1 
0.7 

3.2 
«1.3 
11.5 

1.0 

0.7 
IB.7 
80.6 

«h. i, 2'°* rm'>k"m *** -“'w# g-ree,M<„ U w<t ,* Mmhm otekMreeliae. le 
et... Il ihm entrr *,.« nut.le, „«he, ihea un l»(.t \ «hielt iw tnde. *».« .«»«* 

(primarily bfeaum» the maneuver involved a 24-hour day with contin- 
uotis activityi. In (¡enera!, the observation# covered the actual operation 
'(jutte evenly, although the roving observer lost time because of the 
JufieuJty of moving from one uni! to another, 

i r,“ml>eratures reported during the observed period* ranged 
rrnm -3« to *:i5‘F., the mean minimum temperature being +6.3* and 
the mean maximum temperature, 11,6*. The group* observed were 
usually platoons; the mean number of men present wa* 52,8, 

In (tiling out a checklist, the observer entered a number (from 
4 to III for each item to indicate the proportion of men having the Item, 
of equipment on hand or displaying the skill or technique in question 
during the period being reported: if the item was not applicable to the 
observation period, the observer entered **X." 

in i iat inFOr mf,,?nr<,*1 if !!T l,em* ' and receiver free of snow,** 
in List 111 was not applicable-for example, because the men were not 
carrying their rifles-the observer placed an X after item IS on his 
checklist booklet. If the item was applicable, and tf all the men suc- 
ceeded in keeping their rifle muzzles and receiving carriages free of 
anow throughout the period, the observer entered “4"; if none wa# 
successful, a zero was entered. The other values were; most of the 
men, 3; about half, 2; only a few, 1. Whenever an observer scored an 
item as 3 or less, he was supposed to enter an explanatory comment 
to aid in interpreting the findings. 

Summary statistics have been computed and are presented, in 
terms of the eight topical sublists, in Table# 2 to 9, For each item tn 
the checklist, an index figure was derived from the observers' reports, 
if possession or use of an item of clothing or equipment is involved 
the statistic is referred to a* the Equipment Index (Tables 2, 3, and g) 
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and la based on the number of periods In which the observer was in a 
position to see whether the item was on hand. If displaying a technique 
or performing a skill is involved, the statistic Is referred to as the 
Performance Index (Tables 4, 5, 7, 8, and 9) and is based on the number 
of period's in which the skill could or should have been used, according 
to standing operating procedures. 

On moat item» (exceptions are noted in the tables), data were 
recorded in a large enough, proportion of the 136 observation periods 
to provide meaningful information. For more than three-fourths of 
the equipment Items, the observers reported that in 90¾ of the periods 
they were in a position to observe whether the item was on hand. As 
was to be expected, applicability of the skill and technique items varied 
considerably (e.g„, sunglasses would not be needed during low-illumination 
periods; mess utensils would not be In use during a nighttime 
period); however, about half the items were considered applicable for 
over 60% of the periods and virtually all items were classed as 
applicable in at least a third of the period:,«, 

The Equipment and Performance Indexes can be regarded as 
rough, indicators of adherence to, doctrine and thus, Indirectly, as 
estimate« of the effectiveness of training during the exercise. The 
index ranges from I to 0, A score of 1 means that, at some time dur¬ 
ing all the applicable observation periods, every man observed had (he 
Item of equipment or displayed mastery of the skill or technique in 
question. A score of aero means that none of those observed had the 
item of equipment or displayed the skill, or technique. A weighting 
process, described in, the Appendix, was used in computing the values 
between these extremes. 

Each of the eight sublists of the Sma 1,1 ■ 1' n i t Co Id Wc a t he r 
Checklist will be discussed in turn. Major aspects or considerations 
will, be described and the items of the sublist will be tabulated with 
their Equipment or Performance Indexes, as computed from the reports 
of the observers. The findings will then be examined, reflecting 
comment* and explanations noted by observers, as applicable. 

Clothing at Hand (List [j 

Moat of the cold-weather protective clothing items available 
for issue by the Army were included in this list. In obtaining this 
information, it was anticipated that the STRAC troops would be issued 
and would carry nearly all these items but would not have occasion, to 
use all those included, even in the course of six weeks of Alaskan 
winter (see Table 2), About half the items, on the list were in common 
use. The rest were used infrequently or were kept on hand only for 
emergency. Many of the items were not appropriate for the weather 
conditions occurring during the exercise. For instance, most of the 
men would have been uncomfortably warm, if they had worn their trouser 
liners. Part of the logistic problem for the small infantry unit stems 
from the fact that the mien are required to carry extra clothing items 
in case the weather turns very cold. 

t* 
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Tabl« 2 

Clothing at Hand iLîit I) 

llrn» 
ï[rm t'i uifnriffil Inilfi 

2H. Vinlcr umlcrwe.ir 

2 t. l'rouorr shell 

1 H. Cushinn-snlcd soc lis 

l'I. Thermjl IhkiU, bl.ith 

Three-fiii(|efrd mitten shells 
ft. Trigger •finger tmolen inserts 

20. Hura bihT» 

1. I Me rap 
22. Field jarte« 

0. Filfa ilii(rKrr-íin|irr inserts 

2-1. I'arfcii ■* jarte! liner 
lá. Mutl'uts 

10. \n lie mittens 

11. \r* lie mitten liners 

21. Parta 

27. Suspemlers 
2. ('niton < .1)) 

2â. Priniser liner 

10. fttsden ski s.s ts 

I. I.ealher i|lme sltells 

1. f.silen «lave inserts 

4. Futa »isilen «l»%r inserts 

I. Fur .It ne d leather simes 

l<». Combat boni* 

IT. Ilutiher aiershiiea 
24. II.s*len trousers 
12. Intio'onlael (times 
It. Thermal bant*,, «lute 

.97 
W 

.90 

.90 

M 
.67 * 
M 
«VI 

..11 

.11 
_*,»«< 
.KF 
. W 

.111 
..w* 
.r 

,|aw 
« tm • 

.19* 

.02 

.02 
.01 

.01 

.01 

.«JO 

_t 

•llaseit (ssmssent .itiserier'» tegurin nul*; roiin« utiserver nol shla la 
■•he enusah otnerisliiuw. 

HtshlShs * *mc-4, bum ***«• b* thuiM* ?i*4«Hut ia fom ■in«'*íiíi|| or 
ll<i%lll«M 4 IlMlI 

Mi* in »liir«« 4ft«I liftrr« i 4m**4 f4lí»»f ili4i «Htm. 
"Hiwi i »««Hf. 

Peraoiiiil Fguipatent at Hand (List II» 

Moat of the items of personal equipment recommended for the 
infantry soldier in extreme cold weather were included in this list (see 
Table 3). These data were gathered to determine which items were 
most commonly used in STRAC cold-weather training. 

The items moat often at hand proved to be personal weapon, 
rucksack, skis and ski ¡poles, emergency thong, first-aid packet, air 
mattress with outer sleeping bag, and canteen. All other Hems listed 
were on hand leas than half of the time. Of those not used very much, 
the most important was the compass, which received an equipment 
index of only .04. 
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Tobl# 3 

Pcrtonal Equipment at Hand (Lit! II) 

If-rn 
Ni#, 

i;. 

n. 
16. 
ir» 
« 

I 

12 
•ï 

10 
II. 
I. 

I I, 
10. 

IH. 

Jilrm 

Hui Lui L 

IVf»'J1.ll wr.ipii« 

E'fflergenrv ihnn* 
Mi p»le<i 
Mi» 
E'ir»i-aiiJ gui Lri 
Lir mjllrc** 

V>ili*r|iri»if nulrhe» 

Ûiiirt »leppiaii 
fi.intrpn 
knifr 
Inner »leep.ng ¡bug 

H4(11111 ji.ji Lige 

l’rntri (ne 

,'ungl.i»He» 

Vie«* Lit 
H.im|tileer* 
(êim|>a«i» 

l'i-tnl lie II 

K'iuipirirnl Intlet 

.81 

.HO 

.60 

.69 

.66 

.67 

.61 * 
.*•9 
.¾ 
..V»* 

. 18 
W 
U 

10 
.12 
.«I 
■IX) 

I*»»e4 .i* |ie»4ariitt uli«ener‘« lepe«» unit. 

^!âiSl£S2J£2.2L£l2liltM an<* P££»onal F^quipment [LUt Mjj 

Previous observations led to some specific expectations about 
the level of skill that would be displayed by STRAC forces in Alaska in 
techniques for the care and maintenance of personal clothing and gear 
in cold weather (see Table *1): 

(ll While cleanliness is very important in the Far North 
because dirt conducts heat and reduces the insulating properties of 
clothing, water, soap, and time are hard to come by during an arctic 
maneuver, lienee, it was anticipated that the Performance Indexes on 
three item.« concerning the cleanliness of clothing (l, 3, and 5» would 
reflect a low level of performance, 

(2) Keeping dry is as important as cleanliness because 
wet clothing does not Insulate well. If men become sweaty on the march 
and then are pinned down by hostile fire in cold weather, the proportion 
of casualties from cold Is likely to be high. Keeping one's clothing dry 
or changing it when wet is, therefore, a most important cold-weather 
technique. However, little success was expected in this area for two 
reasons noted in earlier observations: First, newcomers to the Far 
North react to waking up cold by dressing too warmly; second, com- 
mandera of ski columns, eager to take advantage of the freshness of 
their men, may ignore the recommendation of the Basic Cold Weather 
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Manual” by not calling a halt 15 minutes after the start of the march to 
allow time for the adjustment of clothing, 

(3) In the COLD BAY and CARIBOU CREEK maneuvers, 
observed in 1958 and 1959, it had been noted that STRAC troops on a 
ski march tended to fall down so often that their weapons became 
inoperative. It was anticipated that the muzzles and receivers of rifles 
would frequently be clogged with snow (item 15, List III), 

Tobl* 4 

Maintenance of Clothing and Perianal Equipment (Liit 111) 

ItMl 
N». It«« PrrfanMaca 

I min 
On« bin* 

t, Oolhing dry w chiiigcd when wet ,95 
2. Outer clothing mended ,90 
5, Socke de*» ,,50* 
I. Oolerclothing clean ,54 
3. Underwear clean ,35* 

Sleeping Baga 

7. Steeping bags kept dry g4 
8. Sleeping bag* fluffed 04* 
6, Sleeping bag* aired ,03 

Prruonal («apon* 

13. Maule« and receiver* fr*# »! awow ,60 
13. Peruooal wrapon* aturad prwp'dv ,|6 
9, Peraoaal wtapuna lubricated .1«« 

10. ISnper p*r«Mit*|.H<rap(i« lubricant* uaed ,|0fc 
12. Prrauaal weapon* eiamtaed bafora firing: ,09k 
11. Paraonal neapoaa atripped whan cleaned .'07k 
It. Frojen weapoa parla thawed alowly »* 

Skia 

18. Ski biadiaga ia good condition ,73 
19. Ski polea tn good condition ,TJ 
'20. Skin proparly aturad .70 
21. Proper energaacy tki repair* ,S0* 
16. Skin properly tarred or lacquered ,40 
1?. Proper aki w**e* uaed .10* 

1'lena tin 

23. Canteara not, overfilled ,50 
24. Snow malting properly don* .14 
23, Mena uianaila clean ,30, 

*B*aw<t 0« penwaaeat »hiafvet1* teporta aaiy. 
‘Pnmnnal weapoaa •*»* raraly cieaaad, eaaaiaad, <* tirad. Thea» uhaarvatiaw 

ralata tnly ta praparaiiw tar «M*M qualtlyiag >*■*• liiiag taiM to einrcira. 
"N* t *a«;»| at waapws ««urrad dariag raaga tirlag. During *»»n-t»a, lint* 

atteatloa paid to waapaa caadftïoa. 

"Rafaranca 1. 
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(4) Finally, it wag expected tnat techniques that take extra 
time and effort, auch ag thawing frozen weapon parts slowly (item 14) 
and stirring melting snow constantly to avoid forming a steam, bubble 
at the bottom of the pot (item 24), would not be frequently carried out, 

-ontrary to expectations, clothing was normally kept dry or 
changed when wet and this item received a Performance Index of ,95, 
As wag anticipated, however, cleanliness of clothing posed something 
of a problem; cleanliness of outer clothing received a Performance 
Index of ,54 and cleanliness of underwear, an even lower index of ,36, 

While the men managed to do a fair job of keeping the muzzles 
and receivers of their rifles free of snow (Performance Index CO) 
their personal weapons received little other attention, a lack that-if 
carried over in to actual combat—would have severe repercussions. 

It was surprising that, despite the emphasis on ski training, 
little attention was given to the proper tarring and waxing of skis. In 
fact, the maintenance of skis, bindings, and poles was never really 
satisfactory, even though the men were primarily dependent on skiing 
for nonvehicular oversnow mobility. The amount of attention devoteef 
to proper waxing during the maneuver is of particular significance with 
respect to the conclusions that legitimately can be drawn from this 
study concerning the relative effectiveness of the use of skis and the 
use of snowshoes. Depending upon, snow conditions, the use of proper 
waxes can be a, far more critical consideration for the novice than for 
the expert. Failure to use a proper wax can slow down, and fatigue a 
relatively untrained skier to a far greater degree than it can affect 
an expert. 

Finally, cleanliness of mess utensils was even less satisfac* 
tory than cleanliness of clothing. -\s anticipated, snow melting was 
not: usually done properly. In many instances, canteens, when used 
were overfilled. 

Individual's Care of Self <[,ist IV) 

Not, only personal cleanliness hut various health factors and 
protective practices were covered in the list of items on the important 
techniques of individual self-care (Table 5). Several items reflected 
the fact that hard work in arctic gear makes for considerable sweating, 
which has two negative effects; dehydration with resultant pathology 
and dampening of clothing with resultant loss of insulating quality. 
Consequently, it is most important to avoid overheating. However this 
is largely beyond the control of the individual infantryman who is* 
pressed to keep up with his column by unit leaders eager to reach the 
objective on schedule. 

Bodily cleanliness was not a strong point of the infantry soldier 
in the arctic field. Personal, cleanliness is very difficult to maintain 
in any field situation, but especially so In the Far North, where consider¬ 
able effort must be expended to obtain supplies of water. Discipline in 
the use of prescribed waste facilities was reasonably high. 
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TofeJ* 5 

Individual'» Cart of S#lf (Ulf IV) 

l('«n 

No. 
Parlor male« 

tnd#» 

4. 
16. 

17. 
8. 
7. 

II. 
15. 

Avoid» over Isen I ¡D)| 
Sleeping bag properly innuUled 

.92 

.92 

.1» 

.85 

.67 

.55 

5. 

.1. 
5. f’rmrnbed waale facililir* uaed 
■1. flair «.hurt 
2. Or an-aha** a 
I. Body clean 

9. Daddy »»»lern folluned 
13. Dne«n*i haddla, »lay* alert 

.95 
.61 
.58 

.2.1 

.01 

Contrary to expectations, the men managed to avoid becoming 
overheated. In part, this may have been a result of the fact that ski 
columns frequently had to stop to wait for laggards to catch up, so that 
there was ample opportunity for men to ventilate clothing and cool down 
while resting. 

Because of the increased weight of the full field load to 
provide for extremely cold weather, some individuals were over¬ 
burdened with clothing, equipment, and mock ammunition. In general, 
the men wore clothing correctly and apparently insulated their sleep¬ 
ing bags properly. 

Because the human body uses up a great deal of fuel keeping 
warm and moving about under the bulk of arctic gear, adequate rations 
are very important, yet many men missed meals. Factors that may 
have contributed to this are (1) the large amount of fuel and time 
required to thaw and heat froten rations and (2) the difficulty of supply 
in roadless terrain. 

As had been anticipated, the buddy system was scrupulously 
followed, although observation of self and others for signs of frostbite 
was not done an consistently as had been anticipated, perhaps because 
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the men found Alaska warmer than they had expected and became 
confident that the cold held no great threats for them. 

Sunglasses, apparently not deemed necessary by the men, were 
seldom worn, but no cases of snow blindness were reported. The pro¬ 
tective mask was almost never worn. When it got cold or when the men 
tired, they tended to huddle up and they did not stay alert. Camouflage 
clothing was not always appropriate to the terrain. 

Croup Equipment (List V) 

Some of the items of group equipment usually Issued to small 
infantry units in the Far North were listed in order to obtain informa¬ 
tion on how they were utilized by the STRAC forces (see Table 6), 

Tobl« 4 

Group Equipment (Lilt V) 

i'qttiparat ladet 

1, flreur-ncrved «««apaña 

*• %na! ««■»' 

'l. Tracked vehick* .32 
.18 thee led vehicle« 

7. TcR-man léala 
6, Five-maa tent« 
Ü. Twu-mao lenta 

9, I’laalic boat aleda 
8. ('.arfo aleda 

10. Yukon at ove a 
U. Herman Ne lau« heater 

14. Machetea 
12. Ate 
13. Saw 
15. At* handlea 

16. Trail anowahoea 
17. Bear Paw anowahoea 

.73 

.07 
,00 

i a 

6, 

3. 

.80 

.31 

.71 

.00 

.02 

.35 

.00 

The most frequently used pieces of group equipment proved 
to be' plastic boat sleds, Yukon stoves, and signal gear. The crew- 
served weapons were usually at hand but were rarely fired. The low 
index figures for tracked and wheeled vehicles reflect the fact that, as 
part of the maneuver plan, only a limited number of vehicles were 
allowed to the STRAC forces in Exercise UTTLE BEAR. Ten-man 
tents were virtually the only ones uaed. 

Group Activities and Maintenance of Group Equipment. (List VI) 

This list covers various practices used by groups in coping with 
the problems of existence and movement in the field under cold-weather 
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conditions, and in the use and maintenance of group equipment, The 
following are some of the considerations involved in the selection of 
items for inclusion in the list: 

(1) Maintenance of track discipline and camouflage is of 
vital importance to small infantry units moving across a trackless 
terrain. The snow records every move a man makes so distinctly 
that it can be seen for miles from the air. Highly skilled ski troops 
confuse aerial observation by skiing in the tracks of the men ahead 
of them to conceal the number of men in the column, and by making 
deceptive tracks and installations. The imprecise marks made 
by the unskilled military skier are due to his faulty efforts to 
follow the tracks of the proceeding men. Also contributing to his 
imprecision are his unwillingness to stay out of cleared areas, his 
lack of realization of his own visibility, and his fatigue at the end 
of the march, which makes him unwilling or unable to take effective 
deceptive action. 

(2) Clearing off or packing snow for tent sites is a 
procedure recommended to increase the comfort of the men. If the 
tent is pitched on loose snow, its internal heat tends to melt the base 
away, wetting clothing and gear. However, clearing three or four feet 
of snow is hard work, and previous observations had indicated that it 
was frequently not done when the men expected to occupy the site for 
only a short time. 

(3) Correct handling of stoves is particularly Important 
because of the almost universal tendency of men in the Far North to 
keep heating devices at too high temperatures: even Eskimos and old 
arctic hands heat their dwellings to uncomfortable levels. For the 
soldier In the field, the tendency is dangerous because his clothes 
get wet from perspiration, and If he has to move outside in a hurry 
he faces the danger of freezing. Overheated Yukon stoves are also a 
fire threat. 

HI Because so much time and fuel is necessary for food 
preparation, food should be prepared for as large a group as possible 
at one time as a conservation measure. 

Rules of camouflage were most frequently honored in the 
breach (see Table 7) but, all things considered, track discipline was 
better than might have been anticipated (item 17). Sleds were 
frequently overloaded. 

Snow was not actually cleared for tent sites, but correct and 
efficient tent pitching was usually achieved. Quite often snow and ice 
were not removed from the tents before striking. 

In many instances draft channels for Yukon stoves were not 
constructed. On the other hand, the men usually went to the trouble of 
building an appropriate base for the Yukon stove. Since the officers of 
the Task Force were concerned with the threat of fire, there was con¬ 
siderable emphasis on various practices for the correct handling of 
the stove. 

Food service was individual and "catch-as-catch-can" much 
of the time. It may be that commanders, new to the Far North and 
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Tafel* ; 

Group Actívifi** and Maintonanc« of Group Iquipmon» (Litt VI) 

Urm 
»*. Item P^r/nrmeeee 

Ittiiew 

Tenl» 

2. 
I. 

:*. 

5. 

I. 
6. 

Slav** 

12. 
11. 
11. 
T. 
% 

È. 

10. 

V'e'hiel** 

25. 
w 

26. 

23. 

21. 

Oili*r 

Tent pole* properly «opported 

Tenl ■ecurely «nchored 

Tent* pitched with enuaace downwind 

Tenl* pitched within 20 mínate* 

Snow cleared from tent *it** 

Snow nod ice removed before ntriking 

Fuel-cao properly inatalled 

Draft diverter lor liquid fuel 

Stove* not overheated 

Tent ventilator* kept open 

Appropriate fea** {« Yukon *10«* 

Draft c banne In omairacled 

Spark aerenler inatalled f« aolid fuel 

Pnauenger compartuiente not overheated 
Yehiclta lubricated 

IVoper procedure to avoid corfeoeaionotid* 
poiiioaing; followed 

Vehicle* operational 

Vehiclea properly cemouflaged 

.W 

.97 

.91 

.71 
.53* 
.3* 

1.00 
.98 

.98 

.95 

.91 

..% 

.18 

.98 

.91 

.89 

.87 

.% 

19. Oeeigneted laUinee aeed 

I*. Toole alarp, clean, oiled 
20. Slide properly loaded 

21. Crewmerved weapon* lubricated 

*'• Track diaciplina and camouflaae 
16. Food—lang« group 

15. Improviaed ahelter adéquat* 

l8~_Only lower boughn cnl 

.72 

.70 

.59 

.56 k 

.55 

.53 

.10 

.10 

YJkaervet-a ■lateweat aw... .«o» ,., pnehed dew» t« teat „ ... mwr 
actiallf clwamd. 

loaeincwnt upponuaily to. otiaerrei not valid. 

confronted with difficult logistical problems, found it particularly 
hard to support field messes instead of combat-ration meals. 

The STRAC forces were able to keep their limited allotment 
of vehicles operational most of the time. While American forces 
usually perform vehicle maintenance well, 'the difficulty of the terrain 
and of POL resupply limited the utility of land vehicles in the Far North 
Safety rules for the temperature of passenger compartments and the 
procedures needed to avoid carbon, monoxide poisoning were quite 
rigorously enforced. 
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Movement and Táctica (List VII) 

This liât consisted oí skills, knowledges, and techniques 
important for infantry tactics in the Far North, The Performance 
Indexes reflect a major premise of the research-that, in cold-weather 
training, the emphasis on skiing and survival skills would be detrimental 
to training in and performance of tactical skills and techniques. Tech¬ 
niques of movement are covered in items 1 to 8, and techniques of 
combat make up the remainder of the list (see Table 8). 

Tobt* 8 

Movement and Tactic* (Ult VII) 

liem 
No. 

Movvrrwnl 

.1. Trait «liacipliM obeytd .71 
6. Accural* Itnowicijga oí «quad misoioa .70 
7. Accurate knowledge of platoon mieeion .67 
S. Accurate knowledge of punition of lender* .67 
2. Trail breaking adequai* .66 
I, Military akiing adequai* .6.1 
8. Accurate knowledge of company miaaioa .60 
4. Accurate knowledge of unit pail ion .44 

Attack end Defenaa 

25. All drfenaive emplacement« bare clear view of 
firing nectoe ,84 

10. Cover end concealment properly uaed on alt«ck .71 
12. Men freak and reatad for attack .71 
11. Proper diaperaîoa maintained .19 
9. Skia, plea, etc., uaed aa weapa eupporta ,14 

Machiaegtus 

19. Machinegua crew# know nectar of fin .94 
16. Mnckinegun eaiplncementn proprly constructed .77 
15. Mnckinegun emplacement« peoprly camouflaged .70 
14. Machinegua emplacement« enable graring fire 

for 750' yarda .65 
20. Covered route* of approach .36 
11. Alternate maebinegun emplacement# maintained .32 
17. Machinegua emplacement* have range carda .16 
18. Machinegua emplacemanta have «intingalnkea .02 

Mort an 

22. Aiming a taken positioned at mortar emplacement# .11 
21. Mortar emplacement# diapened .14 

Riflem«« 

24. Riflemen know their ■•clora .84 
23. _Riflemen defensive poailiona properly constructed .63 
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The pattern revealed In Table 8 la not one of strong performance, 
although certain performances were good. Movement techniques on the 
average showed better performance than those bearing on tactics. 

It should be mentioned that both the author and skilled military 
observers are of the opinion that the Performance Indexes associated 
with the adequacy of military skiing, trail breaking, and track discipline 
are somewhat high. The enlisted specialists on whose reports the 
Performance Indexes are based had not had the opportunity to watch a 
reaHy highly skilled ski force at work, and their standards for military 
skiing consequently were somewhat low. 

Severe training deficiencies in dispersion and in proper fire 
techniques in deep snow are revealed in items 9, 1!, and 21, Little 
attention was oaid to the use of skis and poles as weapon supports In 
snow, and the failure to maintain dispersion that was generally evident 
is the type of error thatcould lead to some bitter lessons in actual combat. 

P-uJ'e» of Small-Unit Leaders {List Villi 

The list of duties devolving upon the small-unit leader in cold- 
weather operations was derived from FM 31-70, the Basic Cold Weather 
MSgHiL Previous observations as to areas where performance might 
be comparatively weak had led to the following expectations: 

(1) The small-unit leader is responsible for organizing 
and controlling cooking (item I), but earlier observations had indicated 
that men in the field were issued combat rations and, to a considerable 
extent, prepared and ate their meals individually when they could get them. 

(2) Because of the wisdom both of distributing the hard jobs 
among the men to conserve their energy and of training as many men as 
possible In each job, nearly every leadership manual suggests rotating 
individuals on all tasks (Item 12). However, small-unit leaders, think* 
ng of the task at hand rather than of training effectiveness, are more 

likely to use their most efficient men in the critical tasks instead of 
rotating the men from job to job. In view of this tendency, a low score 
was anticipated on the le-dera* actions in rotating trailbreaking parties 
(item. 14). Because only a few of the skiers in any unit are proficient 
enough to break trail efficiently, they are the ones who normally 
perform the job. 

(3) Calling a first rest 15 minutes after beginning march 
(item 15) and calling frequent short rests (item 16) are procedures 
recommended in order to give men a chance to adjust their clothing to 
avoid overheating and to minimize fatigue. However, an inexperienced 
ski column starts and stops so frequently, because of men. falling down, 
or failing to climb hills rapidly, that an organized rest stop is very 
rare Indeed, 

(4) Navigational skills (items 17 and 18), which, throughout 
the Army,11 have proved to be difficult to acquire are tested severely 

"Reimne* I, 

"For ««ample, aee eludiea ennduclej amier HumRRO Task« PtTRQL and RIFLEMAN, 
limed in Hafmnc# 3,. 
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in the Far North where magnetic declination» are great, the terrain 
unfamiliar, and dead reckoning nearly impossible, 

(5) It was anticipated that weakness would be found in 
maintaining communication with the parent unit {item 21) because radio 
communication is uncertain in the Far North and personal communica¬ 
tion by runner is slow due to the difficult terrain. 

In general, weaknesses were revealed approximately as 
anticipated (see Table 9), The Performance Indexes were comparatively 
low in organization and control of cooking, camouflage of the bivouac 

Tob!« 9 

Dut»« of Small-Unit Uodon (Lift VB) 

Parian»« »<■* 

Hivmimr ProiiHlure* 

It. tLiinuia* fir* ffuiird 
3. D«ierai**t e**ct tent lucation 
7. ßroiftsat*« »itc» for weapon ami abi racU 
6. I)eai{t*af«a latrine ami car baga diapoaal ait*» 
t. Deticwalta area from which conatrwctioa maieriala 

ami firtariMxl will be obtained 
I. fVgaair** and controla ovAin* 
3. Selecta water point 

Security Me a a urea 

2. Poeta aecarity guard .87 
10. Maiataiaa aecurity guard M 
10. know* probable enemy threat ,50 
13. Oviliaee and rehearuea action to be tabea ia 

eveat al attack , 19 
8. Ilfeaka niaimum number of trail« ia bivouac area .35 

22. Mabaa deceptiva track« end inatallalioaa ,11 

Trail PriKedurea 

2». Check* mea and equipment before movemeul ,16 
16. Calla frequent abort reata .22 
U. Rotatea trail-breaking partie» ,19 
13. Calla rirai reat 15 minutes alter beginning march .12 

Navigation 

17. Navigates accurately .69 
18. Knows position of parent units .6-1 

Communications 

20. Maintains communication with men .73 
21. Maiauisa communication with purest unit .68 

General 

23. Conserve* his own energy ,70 
9. Organites work details .70 

12. Rotate« individual« in all jobs .63 

.% 

.83 

.66 

.62 

.52 
18 

.18 

lii'iti 
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area, and calling of rests, and not very much higher on rotation of 
individuals in jobs, navigation, and communication. In fact, the only 
aspects of the duties of small-unit leaders that received Performance 
Indexes of .80 or more were posting of the security guard, determination 
of tent sites, and maintenance of security and fire guards. 

Activities Ranked by Performance and Type 

In order to obtain an estimate of the types of activities that 
received greatest emphasis and attention during Exercise LITTLE 
BEAR, items taken from the lists dealing with performance (III, IV, VI 
VII, and VIII) in the Small-Unit Cold Weather Checklist were analyzed ’ 
further. Valid items from the lists of skills and techniques were clas¬ 
sified into general categories and then ranked in order of their 
Performance Index. The results are summarized in Table 10 and the 
detailed rankings listed in Table 11. 

Tebl« 10 

Summary of Performance Rankings by Type of Activity 

CaifgMy Vambiff M«4iaa U<i*» Vambrr of Indcii-« 
Abo** .HO 

1. Tictic* 39 

2. Movemcai ]6 

2. Safely and comfort H 

t. Other 10 

Tolcl 109 

.61 

.59 

.72 

.62 

6 
0 

19 

1 

26 

There were 109 items concerned with skill and technique that 
had Performance Indexes based on sufficient numbers of observations 
to seem valid. Of these, 39 were classed as Tactics, 16 as Movement, 
44 as Safety and Comfort, and 10 as Other. If there was doubt as to 
which category an item best fitted, the foregoing order was used as 
basis for priority. Thus, if a skill could be classified as either Tactics 
or Movement, it was classed as Tactics. 

The median Performance Indexes of Tactics and Movement 
items, .61 and.59 respectively, were both significantly lower (U * 574.0, 
£ ■ .005 for the Safety and Comfort/Tactics distributions; U » 213.5, 
j> » .01 for the Safety and Comfort/Movement distributions) than the 
median Performance Index of the Safety and Comfort items (.72). 

It is noteworthy that of the 26 skill and technique items that 
received Performance Indexes of .80 and above, 19 were classified as 
Safety and Comfort, 6 as Tactics, one as Other, and none as Movement. 
Combining Tactics and Other as opposed to Safety and Comfort, a chi- 
square test indicates a probability of less than .001 that this was a 
chance occurrence (X* » 13,54; df ■ 1; £ « .001), 

These statistics tend to support the premise that proficiency 
in and concern with Safety and Comfort, that is, learning the techniques 
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area,, and calling of' rests, and not very much higher on rotation of 
individuals in job», navigation, and communication. In fact, the only 
aspects of the duties of small-unit leaders that received Performance 
Indexes of .801 or more were posting of the security guard, determination 
of tent sites, and maintenance of security and fire guards. 

Activities Ranked by Performance and Type 

In order to obtain an estimate of the types: of activities that 
received greatest emphasis and attention during Exercise LITTLE 
BEAR,, items taken from the lists dealing with performance (III, IV, VI, 
VII, and VIII) in the Small-Unit Cold Weather Checklist were analyzed ’ 
further. Valid item,» from the lists of skills and techniques were clas¬ 
sified into general, categories and then ranked in order of their 
Performance Index. The results are summarized in Table 10 and the 
detailed rankings listed in Table 11. 

Tabls 10 

Summery o( iParfarmanc* Ranking* by Typ* af Activity 

Ximbw V*4ím t»*M S «I ■•ilatri 
AI»* SO 

I. Tmiícs 

3. UiivtMMK 

.1. Safety and: cmnfnrt 

I. Othtr 

Toi» I 

0» .41 « 
14 „59 0 
** .73 I» 

10 - , 

jg _■« » 

There were 109 item,» concerned with skill and technique that 
had Performance Indexe« based on sufficient numbers of observations 
to seere valid,, Of these, 3* were classed as Tactics, 1« as Movement, 
44 as .Safety and Comfort, and 10 aa Other, If there was doubt as to 
which category an item 'best fitted, the foregoing order was used as 
baeis for priority. Thus, if a skill could be classified, as either Tactics 
or Movement, it was classed aa Tactics. 

The median Performance Indexes of Tactic« and Movement 
iteme, .81 and .5» respectively, were both significantly lower (U « 574.0 
£ » .008 for the Safety and, Com fort/Tactics distributions; II * 2.13,8, 
£ • ,01 for the Safety and Comfort/Movement distributions) than the 
median Performance Index of the Safety and Comfort items (,72). 

It is noteworthy that of the 2« skill, and technique items that 
received Performance Indexe« of .10 and above, 1# were classified as 
Safety and Comfort, 8 as Tactics, one as Other, and none as Movement. 
Combining Tactics and Other aa opposed to Safety and Comfort, a. chi- 
square teat indicate* a probability of lesa than ,001 that this waa a 
chance occurrence (X* * 13.14; df * 1; £ * .001). 

These ■tatistics tend to support the premise that proficiency 
In and concern with Safety and Comfort, that is. learning the techniques 
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for safety and comfort in the far-northern environment,, »ere aignl.fi- 
cantly greater than waa the cane for learning the techniqtieg of Tactic# 
and Mr "«ment. 

T*W* 11 

Slilli and iachniquet 
Ranked by PerWmanc* Inde# and Cloned by Category 

aut 
CaMfMf 

Tactic« Voir**«.« Scicty m4 
Cccttcï'i Otitr 

f*#l properly inalalM. fa« Mo««« 

T*«l pnlt• •citahly1 aiippcrtcd 
0ra.it diverter« i ítala I led •• •««««• I« 

fuel 
St#»*» am ov«H»«*t»4 
Vcliel* paaatager CMRpwtMaia am 

mvarheatei 
TciH* accuttly anrltond 
Lt«d#f* ntaintaiacd tin y«ardl 
Daddy ay»t*ia follenad 
Qatliai dry of tltamfcdi »!*■ *«| 
T*mi vtaliUtora k«.p< apea 

MacItii«fpaai et*«» kit«» am« al fin M 
Te«*# pitïkfd wiitl «atraaca d<m»i.»d 
tifa a V aided o varita an a§ 
Sl*.*fi»| bat* ptcparly iMalaicd 
t ypropriatc .U*«a. ballt f'itr Ydtoa. at ana 
Oat« r.ÍolJu«i# o** adad 

fV'Oftr pracidan« rolluwrd ta avatd carbo«-. 
«•(>«»*ida poiaaaiBf ia nitela« 

Laadar« pualad ••rarity fM*d« J- 
Valiicl«« (»piratioa«! 
Ma a bl«»fil «laiàiitg cwractly 
M*• avatd«4 dabydratia« 

.111 daltaatva taiptacaamai«. bad claw 
vtaw of atetar j.|. 

laadtra tMlataiaad aacanlv award a Ai 
Ki(la«ia»i I.MH tbair aactar» J..| 
Slaapi«| 'baya ka.pt dry 
Laadan dcicriiinadl aiact laat tacatÍMi .M 

fVaemUd «aata-diapaaal facilitic« Militad 

Machi«***« •«tpiactMM ptwpwfly «maicactad .77 
Hair ■hart 

Leader» MÍin«íitMll CCWMMMik il ion wit fel iuMtH 

Ski bindiaya ia *ood caaditia«. 
Ski pal««. )■ * cud CMdilia« 
Oaaignalad lalriMa a«cd 

Cavar «ad CMtc»«l«ia¡*t iprwf«rly «a«d 

o« aitack J) 
Ma» freak andi matad f* attack .71 

1.0® 

M 

M 
M 

M 
.97 
M 

.9$ 
M 

M 
M 
.« 
J1 
M 

M 

-M 
M 

.81 

.73 
.73 

.84 

.78 

.IS 

.73 

*i|"C««riav*di • 
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Tab It 11 (Confmutá) 

Skill* and Technique* 
Ranked by Rerfernance Inde* and Cloned by Category 

Skill 
Catagary 

Tael lea Meemwal 
S*ffIjr anti 

Cotnlon Olhar 

.M 

.67 

.67 

Trail diMipline »btyed 
(»di« id aalt cla.in »'haven 

pitched Wilkin 20' n.nuirt 

Wnekieegee «»placenw«* (irop«rly 
«■■oelleged 

W*a hwl »<craie h mm led*« of .w|u«d miation .70 
Ski* proper Ip atorad 

Lwdtra conaamed own anefiiy 

leader» «»(tnited work detaila 

Tael# tharp. d'taned, and oiled 

Leedete Mtifaled accuralalp 

l.radtn ma mi.lined eoMetMitMioai with 
parent unit 

Ut* had accurate knowledge af platoon miaaion 
klea had accorala knowledge of poaitioa of 

leader 

‘Tkrea adegwla menta tata* daily 
Trail breaking adequate 

Leader* de ai gnated aitna foe weapon 
tad' ali rack a 

M«ckiM|H emplacemtnla enabled gyaimg 
fi«* 7M yarda 

lardera knew poamoa of parent unit 

Riflaaea da ft naira poaitioa proparly 
ruaut Uncled 

Ilililary tkiing adequate 

I.redara' rotated indiridnala ta all joba 

Leadern da ai gna lad latrina a ad garbage ailta 
Mea did aot huddle—ata y ed alert 

Mea bad accurate knowledge of company miaaioa 

Rida manían' and racairara kept fret of mow 
Cat*»manor overfilled 
Sock» cleaa 

Sltda properly loaded 

Self aad otbarn obaarved foe froataiia 

Yaàoa «loua draft chañarla con a true led 

Tiael diaciplia* and eamoafiaga nwialaiiMd ,.SS 
lade vidua la nut overloaded 

Oatar clotbing cleaa 

Saow cleared from lent aitaa 

Food! prepared for »a larga a group *a pcwaibla 

Caaouflaga cluihmg appropriât* to lerraia .,S2 

Laadara deaigmtad area» to obtain firawaod, ate. 
teaatara knew probable enemy threat .JO 

.71 
,71 
.71 

.70 

.70 
,70 

.# 

.6? 
M 

M 

.0 

.6-1 

.61 
•M 

'.63' 
.63 

.59 

.62 

.60 
60 

M 
■ S« 

.54 
,54 

.53 

.53 

'Madlaa 
>fCaaifaa#di 
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Tob'I* I I (Continued) 

Skill» and Technique» 

Ranked by Performance Inde* and Cloned by Category 

Skill 

Cile|ary 

T<ctica S*(»if iid 
Coa l«i Otlitr 

Proper enicr|mcy *lu repair« carried oel 
Leader» oatlineil and rebeereed action in 

caae ol atiack ,.^1 
beriere organi *ed and coauelled cooking 
Peraeeel »capona atorad preptriy ,,«j 
Vcbiclce properly caaouflr^cd , |¿ 
Leader* (kecked men tmd *;pipMeat 

before movement 

"** kad accurate knowledge of util poaiiiun 
Snow and it» removed from tenia before • inking 
Sito» m§ Iliag properiy done 
Only lower bough« cut , |o 
Slia properly 'tarred of inc^uered 
inprivieed «heiter« adequate 

Rnatea of approach covered machiaigun 
emplacement (¾ 

Pude mear dea« 
leader« broke miaimum ef trail« ia 

biv mm «r*« 35 

kllernate machiaagua emplaremeaia ■atawiaad ..12 
Body rleaa 

iVimiag alack« poaitioned at ««wtar emplacameata .11 

kleaa uleaail« de« a 
SaaglgNM w«ie«i »hem nectaaaey 
Leader» called freguenl akort testa 

Pril'pr diaperama mainiamed .|i) 
Leader«, Matad traiMireakiag partie# 
Spark «mater used for «oUd faeta ia 

Yukoa alovea 
I «adera ae lee led water ,(10111 

Ptrainal waapoaa lubricated 
Mackiaegaai emplaceaients bad, raege «arda ,|6 
Mortar • «placa me ata dieptwed ,:| | 
Skia, polea, «te., «sed a» »eapoa a apport« .11 
Leader« called lîi*l reet IS miaateai after 

begiaata« ftf Mrfr| 

Uad.r« «ad« dacepliv» track« aad iaalailationa .|, | 
IPwpef at.ii waaae uaed 

FVotaclita ma aka correctly uaed .04 
Sieapiag haga Huffed 
Sleeping bags aittd 
Mackiaagaa «mplacemanta bad aiming 

>t«>*1«' .02 

.SO 

.'ia 

.46 

.14 
.14 
.14 

.10' 

.10 

..16 

..12 

,2« 
.23 

.19 

.18 

.12 

.10 

.04 

.03 

.18 

.11 
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Summary of Main Find inga Bearing on Training 

The performance of the ST RAC forces in Exercise LITTLE BEAR 
after 26ft hours of preexercise training was, in general, considered 
satisfactory by military observers. Certain aspects of performance 
that Indicated a need for improved training were noted by military and/' 
or research personnel. These included the fallowing: 

(1) Techniques of weapon use and individual combat skills did 
not receive a great deal of attention. 

(2) Camouflage, concealment, cover, and deception could have 
been better. 

(3) Cross-country ski marches were as slow as snowshoe 
marches, although nearly half the Fort Lewis portion of training for 
the exercise had been ski training, as compared with an insignificant 
amount of time spent on snowshoe training, 

H> Despite emphasis on skiing, maintenance of skis was not 
fully satisfactory. 

(51 There was considerable error in land navigation. 
(6) Keliborne movements could have been more successful 

had the infantry been taught better techniques for (a) loading, (to) unload¬ 
ing. (c) dispersing and setting up suppressive fire immediately on 
disembarkation, and <d) implementing alternate plans when weather, 
pilot fatigue, and so forth, make helicopter movement unreliable. 

(7) There was little training in use of protective masks. 
(8) Much of the cold-weather uniform carried by the men in 

the maneuver was not used. 
In general, high proficiency in movement and tactics was not 

achieved; during training there was a disproportionate emphasis on 
techniques for safety and comfort as compared with tactics and move¬ 
ment in the Far North, 

DISCUSSION AND IMPIICATIONS 

1. Observations of Exercises COLD BAY, CARIBOU CREEK, and 
LITTLE BEAR led to the conclusion that such relatively large-scale 
exercises, when viewed strictly as training activities, have both 
advantages and disadvantages. 

An important aspect of such exercises is the training and 
experience they offer to command and staff officers at the battle group, 
division, corps, and army levels. For instance, they allow practice in 
relatively large-scale troop movements by air or sea and experience 
with new organisational and tactical concepts and with new or proposed 
items of equipment. Similarly, they are excellent media for training 
command and staff officers of the 'battle group in winter operations in 
the Far North, coordination and control of attached unit®, and logistics 
and supply while operating independently under condition® requiring 
dispersion and mobility. Finally, they offer almost unparalleled oppor¬ 
tunity to appraise the military judgment of officers operating in a 
realistic, very competitive, stressftil situation. 

«1 
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For the «maller military unit, in addition to providing experience 
in cold weather and deep snow with the specialized equipment necessary 
to operate under these conditions., such exercises give men a sense of 
what it means to be part of alarge taskforce. These are valuable benefits, 

On the other hand, in moat large-scale maneuvers, because 
the emphasis is on the performance of the task force as a whole, there 
are some training disadvantages for the small unit, Primary emphasis 
fa on being in the right place at the right time, rather than on what the 
unit Is to do once lv gets there. Under these circumstances, the finesse 
used in umpiring small-unit actions is necessarily limited. For instance 
while strength ratios used by the umpires may be quite realistic In 
determining th* number of casualties to be attributed to each side in an 
engagement, there are not enough umpires available to determine which 
..ahould he «»»uaitfeg in view of their relative skills In indivíduãF” 
fighting techniques, Consequently, at the Individual and small-unit level 
the men concentrate on learning skills dealing with movement, safety 
and comfort, rather than on combat techniques, which do not seem to* 
count under the circumstances of the maneuver 

2. Viewed in relation to ST RAC readiness, the annual Alaskan 
maneuver as the sole source of cold-weather training cannot be adequate 
since only one STRAC battle group receives such training each year. 
Ideally, of course, all STRAC divisions would be combat ready at all 
times for every environment, To achieve combat readiness in deep-snow 
and cold-weather operations, training in addition to that now scheduled 
should be carried out annually by each STRAC division. 

3. STRAC forces did not become as proficient as ski-mounted ilaht 

™írT»L'ir'.nh T 'l" r,,Jr'" °r *'* ","1“ '"'««I»' training. Althouih 
"m' *' F°r' Lewl* w" ■>*"' »" »ttnlnlng 

skiing skills, STRAC ski-mounted columns never achieved greater 
daily mileage than that achieved by columns of men on anowshoes. 
Unfortunately, information collected during the present study does not 
provide a basis for determining all the factors that would, account for 
this apparent similarity of performance between ski-mounted and snow- 
shoe columns. This similarity may have been due to particular situ¬ 
ational factors, restricted conditions for observation, or failure to 
maintain and use equipment properly (as in moving through deep powdery 
snow with heavy loads and falling to use proper waxes),. In addition, 
the effectiveness of utilizing different combinations of skis and snow- 

*everthele9** ,he relatively unsatisfactory 

Amount of STRAr7^? ",moun,!\d troop8 suK8eat* that the type and 
amount of STRAC training for cold-weather operations should be 
carefully examined. 

The amount and proportion of skiing and snowshoeing that 

c'>,d-"",h"- "•*“"« -111 -i»»* 

a. The intended mobility of the recipient« of training 
b. The kinds of terrain, ultimately to be encountered 
c. The amount of time available for training in skiing and 

snowshoeing 
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d. The rale at which persons receiving such training 
acquire proficiency 

e. The extent to which personnel and training policies 
permit the maintenance of adequate levels of proficiency 
in skiing and snow »hoeing 

If troops are adequately trained to use skia, there is little 
question that they will have greater mobility on flat and rolling terrain 
than troops using snowshoes, and will be far .superior in mountainous 
or icy terrain. However, troops not adequately trained for military 
skiing will have low mobility even on relatively level terrain and, 
because of the fatigue incurred during movement, are not likely to 
arrive at their objective in fighting condition. Commanders of such 
troops may have a false sense of oversnow mobility. In contrast, troops 
using snowshoes will move slowly on such terrain but are more likely 
to arrive at their objective ready to fight. In mountainous terrain, 
troops who arc poorly trained for skiing will probably do no better than 
troops on snowshoes, ami on icy terrain they are likely to do worse. 

It may be that the concept of STRAC cold-weather operations 
should be modified so that mobility is provided by adequate support 
from tracked vehicles and helicopters, with the men moving only short 
distances on skis or snowshoes. However, Canadian Army experience 
indicates that in an emergency long-distance forced marches on snow- 
shoes are feasible. 

4. The high proportion of training and maneuver time devoted to 
skiing, and to techniques of survival, safety, and comfort has the effect 
of deemphasizing training in tactical, effectiveness. It would appear that 
training in combat techniques should be coordinated with training to 
keep safe and to move across the terrain. The fact that survival and 
movement skills In the Far North are new and untried leads the men 
to concentrate on them, whereas they are not, after all, the primary 
mission, even though essential to its accomplishment. It is possible 
that, if troops were given additional, prior training on survival and com¬ 
fort skills, the tactical skills might receive a larger proportion of 
attention during the maneuver itself. 

5. Training in the proper use of cold-weather clothing and gear 
would probably 'be most effective if conducted under cold-weather con* 
ditions—that is, taught in a functional context. With the exception of 
some rudimentary or preliminary information, most of the material 
now covered In a formal classroom setting could probably be taught 
better in the field concurrently with, training in tactical operations, 
beginning with modest field exercises. Such exercises should, of course, 
be administered with appropriate caution, limited initial objectives, 
and an awareness of the tolerance that, must be exhibited toward troops 
operating in the snow and cold for the first time, 

8. On the basis of the observations and findings In this study, it is 
concluded that the essential training content for small units in the Far 
North, listed in order of relative urgency, is: 

a. Tactical adaptations, such as offensive and defensive combat 
techniques in deep snow, target acquisition, the firing and handling of 

M 
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weapon» in deep snow, and camouflage and concealment in the far- 
northern environment, 

b. Movement akilla, such as land navigation, efficient use of 
helicopter,» and a r mo red personnel carriers, and skiing and snowshoeing. 

c. The proper use of special cold-weather clothing and equipment. 
d. Techniques of escape, evasion, and survival. 

3S 
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Appendix 

COMPUTATION OF INDEXES 

An example of the computation of Performance Indexes is 
presented below. Computation of Equipment Indexes waa the same, 
except that the applicability figures were baaed on whether the 
observer was in a position to see whether or not the Item of equipment 
or clothing was on hand. 

Hill or Trrhnl^ar 

Saab» n< 
OkMPrvHiiof»« 

Pc riada un which 

perfiwiMac* wcai 
Applicable 55 

5 
100 

Nut upplicuhlC 

Tula! 

Naab« oí Parcaal of 
P'rioJa Pcrioda 

Proporlinna uf men 
'obnaived who din* 
plorad lhe »hill: 

til 
Moot 
About hull 
Only ti law 
Nona 

Tuiul 

n 
» 
W» 

1.00 
re 26.» 

15.1 
i 
0.» 

0.0 
.25 
.00 21 « 

129 100.0 

Performance Inde* • 2d ., ,60 
100 

In the example, the number of times that each score was reported 
was translated into percentages of the sum of the number of times that 
the item was applicable. Thus in 34, or 26.4%,of the 129 observed train¬ 
ing periods in which the men observed had their rifles with them, all 
the men kept their rifle muzzles and receivers free of snow. In 267*or 
20.1%. of such periods, most of the men kept the critical parts free of 
snow; in 46, or 35.7%, about half the men were successful at this; in 2, 
or 1.5%, only a few men were successful; and in 21, or 16.3%, none 
were successful. “—• 

The proportions All, Most, Half, Few, and None were assigned 
weights of 1.00, 0,75, 0.50, 0.25, and 0.00 respectively, and the percen¬ 
tages described above were multiplied by the appropriate weights. The 
resultant products were summed, divided by 100, and rounded to two 
decimal places to arrive at the Performance Index. 
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